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Recommended for Grades 1+
Write about Me helps students bridge the gap between
thinking and talking about an idea and writing about it.
Children build their writing skills as they develop ideas
that have personal meaning to them. The book features
large spaces for drawing, student-centric illustrations,
thematic word banks, and steps that lead young writers
to add details to their writing and make content area
connections.
The following sample lesson My Favorite Season is
designed to help emergent writers begin writing about
their own experiences and thoughts. Try this lesson today
with an individual student, a small group, or the entire class.
Write about Me can be incorporated into any beginning
writing curriculum.
Three easy ways to order:
Toll free:
Fax:
Online:

800.225.5750
888.440.BOOK (2665)
www.epsbooks.com

Recommended Companion Material
See our Companion Material recommendations on page 4 for great materials that
complement Write about Me.
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Recommended Companion Material
EPS offers a wide range of products that complement the writing activities in Write about Me. We recommend the following series to help students develop writing, spelling, and vocabulary skills.

Words I Use When I Write
Grades 1-2
This personal dictionary provides an initial list of 500
high-frequency sight words, plus plenty of blank lines
for new words chosen by the student or teacher.
Additional words can be selected from Write about
Me word banks, phonics lessons, spelling lists, literature, word walls, or other sources. A section in the
back of the book provides pages for color and number words, the names of friends and family members,
and other categories of words.

All-Purpose Journal
Grades 1–2
The pages in this all-purpose journal have an area for
illustrations or graphic organizers, with writing lines
underneath sized appropriately for first and second
graders. The inside front and back covers provide
blank lines where students add spelling or vocabulary
words, creating personalized word lists they can refer
to quickly and easily when writing.

For more information about these series or to place an order, visit www.epsbooks.com
or call 800.225.5750 to speak to a customer service representative.
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